Fuel Sample Packaging

1 Gallon, Closed-Head Steel Drum (1A1)

Product codes: DR1A1-1E & DR1A1-1EB

This versatile 1 gallon fuel shipper is the standard for petrochemical samples; this model features:

- UN rating: UN1A1/X1.5/250
- epoxy-phenolic lining
- multiple bungs/closures available
- ideal for samples of gasoline, diesel, jet-fuel & other chemicals
- rated for packing group I, II or III
- package samples in LTD. QTY. or UN boxes (as below) or ship on their own as UN specification drums
- designed for ground, marine, & air shipments
- meets 95 kPa pressure test for air shipments of liquids (air approved)
- box quantity: 25
- pallet quantity: 175

Limited Quantity Box

Product code: BX-11LQ

- ideal for ground transport of gasoline, diesel & jet fuel
- pre-printed w/ required marks for limited quantities (TDG 1.17)
- meets carrier requirements for protective outer packaging
- bundle quantity: 25

4G UN Box

Product code: BX-11RD

- designed for fully-regulated gas, diesel, jet fuel & crude shipments
- suitable for domestic and international ground, air & marine transport
- UN rating: UN4G/X9.8/S
  - allows for packing group I, II or III
- bundle quantity: 25
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